
Werson Fencing Systems is the one of the Chinese leading specialist manufacturers of

Temporary Security Fencing System. From customers’ requirements, Werson Fencing

Systems offers a comprehensive service to design, manufacture and install fencing. All

products are designed in accordance with the requirements of ISO 9001:2000 and all meet

the appropriate health and safety standards. Werson Fencing Systems is an accredited

manufacturer under the Secured by Design scheme.

Werson Fencing Systems provide a wide range of temporary fencing systems and products,

including:

Temporary fencing

Temporary pool fencing

Crowd control barriers

Our temporary fencing systems can

quickly and easily be installed,

without the need to disturb the

surface area by digging holes or

laying foundations.

Our products can serve in the

following uses:

Temporary fencing to secure construction sites and private property

Temporary fencing of residential housing sites

Temporary fencing and crowd control barriers for major public events, sports, concerts,

festivals, gatherings… etc.

Temporary safety fencing for swimming pools.

Crowd Control Barrier

Werson Fencing Systems provide a wide range of crowd control barrier systems.They are the

most cost-effective option for large areas. Steel tube vertical infill bars, rather than

mesh.They are fully Hot Dipped Galvanized after welding. Each barrier is completely dipped

in a Gal bath after manufacture. This is the best galvanizing process available. It will be far

more weather resistent and durable, and will last much longer than other Crowd Barriers on

the market.They have specially designed Flat Feet, making the barriers very stable and much

safer than claw foot barriers which are prone to being a tripping hazard.

Specification:



Frame: 25mm O.D.

Infill Pickets: 20mm O.D.

200mm spacings

Finish: Hot Dipped Galvanized

Feet: Flat Feet - removable

Panel Size is according to customers' requirements.

Werson Security Fence System is available for the Temporary security mesh
panel fencing system from the website at www.weldmeshfence.com.
Alternatively, contact Werson Fencing Systems for more information by
e-mailing: sales@weldmeshfence.com
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